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Not just a backpack company…
You may have noticed that Stone Glacier has evolved a lot over the last couple of years. 

Designing and producing the best backpacks available continues to be a leading priority of 

ours, but now we also offer top of the line tents, sleeping bags, and technical apparel. This 

has been no easy feat, and we have worked tirelessly to design unique products that utilize 

industry-leading innovations and technologies. 

Last year, we introduced our Patent Pending Contour Waist™ System in our De Havilland 

Pants, the Grumman Goose Down series boasting the best warmth-to-weight ratio available, 

the SkyAir ULT shelter that weighs a mere eight ounces, and a redesigned Xcurve Frame that 

is stronger and lighter than ever. 

This year, our technical apparel line has expanded with new color offerings, and we are excited 

to announce the addition of the waterproof/breathable M5 Jacket and M5 Pant designed 

with our own HydraShield™ 3-layer laminate textile technology. We also released our Helio 

Series of mid-layers that utilize Polygiene® Odor Technology and our innovative Stratum™ 

Layered Zipper System. Also, we have improved our already best-selling Skyscraper 2P tent 

and are excited to offer the all-new SkyDome 6P base camp shelter that is unlike anything 

the hunting market has ever seen.

With the help of our loyal customers, we are staged to carry on the evolution of Stone 

Glacier and are excited to continue expanding our product offering to bring you the best 

of the best. We hope you will reach out to let us know what other pieces of gear you would 

like to see from Stone Glacier as well as provide feedback on the gear you are using in the 

field. As always, thank you for your support and best of luck in your adventures.

Kurt Racicot

Founder/Designer

Jeff Sposito

President/CEO

Cover: Dustin Diefenderfer, of MTNTOUGH Fitness (@mtntough_fitness), 
peeks over the edge in search of Mountain Goats while field testing the 
NEW M5 Series rain gear. Photo: Sam Averett (@samaverett)

Back Cover: One last look at the float plane from a backcountry 
British Columbia lake. Photo: Adam Foss (@fossman8)
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Technology + Innovation + Experience = Great Products

2020 marks the introduction of some great new products, built with exciting 

innovations and new technologies, to our line of technical apparel. We take pride 

in bringing products to market that meet our stringent criteria for greatness. This is 

achieved by applying a fine mix of technology, innovation, and experience to the 

product development process. Through years of testing and refining, countless trips to 

leading material suppliers and textile mills, we are excited to introduce HydraShield™ 

Waterproof/Breathable Textiles, Stratum™ Layered Zipper System, and Polygiene® 

Odor Control technologies to our expanded product offering. These innovative 

technologies are now available in our all new M5 Series waterproof outerwear and 

Helio Series mid-layers.

These additions to our robust line of technologies and innovations, which already 

include HyperDry™ Waterproof Treated Down, Pertex Quantum™, Super DWR™, and 

the Contour Waist™ System, coupled with our rigorous testing processes and in-field 

experience, are assurance that when you add the SG logo to your system, you are 

putting the best of the best to use in the field. 

Industry-leading innovation that you’ve come to expect from Stone Glacier. 

Now, in a clothing system built specifically for backpack hunters.

APPAREL
T E C H N I C A L
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APPAREL

NEW Sky Archer 6400

Grumman Goose
Down Jacket

De Havilland Pant

Prototype Jacket

T

Prototype Gaiter

Stone Glacier owner, founder, and designer, Kurt Racicot puts existing 
pieces of gear, and top secret new prototypes, to the test on a Montana 
Mountain Goat hunt this fall. Photo: Colby Adamek (@colbyadamek)

APPAREL
TECHNICAL

Prototype 
Bino Harness
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Stone Glacier’s Operations Manager, Colby Adamek (@colbyadamek) 
covering ground on a recent Colorado Mule Deer hunt. 
Photo: David Frame (@davidframephoto)

De Havilland Pant

Skyscraper 2P

Solo

 Quick Release Sling 

Helio Bottoms 

Helio Hoody

 SG Ram Trucker Blaze 

Sky Series Lid
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APPAREL
NEW HELIO SERIES

The Helio Series of products is the newest addition to our line of technical 
apparel. Available in both a Hoody and Bottoms, the Helio Series is a fleece 
mid-layer that incorporates Polygiene® Odor Technology and our innovative 
Stratum™ Layered Zipper System. 

HELIO HOODY
$119 | S - XXL | 14.5 oz. (L)

HELIO BOTTOM
$99 | S - XXL | 8.3 oz. (L)

HELIO SERIES
Insulating Mid-Layer

NEW

SIZE GUIDE ON PAGE 50.
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NEW COLOR

The De Havilland Jacket and Pants quickly became a best seller and industry favorite 
when introduced last season. Designed with a highly weather resistant and durable, 
4-way stretch, Polyester/Nylon blend textile, the De Havilland series is the perfect 
combination of durability, wind resistance, and breathability. Featuring Patent 
Pending innovations such as the Contour Waist™ System and our new Stratum™ 
Layered Zipper System the De Havilland Jacket and Pants are our go-to outerwear 
for any backcountry hunt. New for 2020, the De Havilland series is offered in Coyote 
Brown as well as Granite Grey.

DE HAVILLAND JACKET
$229 | S - XXL | 1 lb 7 oz. (L)

DE HAVILLAND PANT
$189 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 1 lb 8 oz. (L) 

DE HAVILLAND 
SERIES

Durable Softshell

SIZE GUIDE ON PAGE 50.



Stone Glacier Sales Manager, Pete Muennich (@petergpanda), relishes in 
the success and admires the magnitude of a beautiful Moose he took in 
Alaska this past fall. Photo: Calvin Connor (@calvinconnor)

Sky Talus 6900

De Havilland Jacket

De Havilland Pant

APPAREL
DE HAVILLAND SERIES

StoneGlacier.com | 9

Prototype 
Bino Harness
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Ryan Lampers (@sthealthyhunter) layering up in the Grumman Goose 
Down Jacket and Pant before an early morning mule deer glassing 
session. Photo: James Sylvester (@_sly_sylvester)

Grumman Goose
Down Jacket

Grumman Goose
Down Pant
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850+

GRUMMAN GOOSE 
DOWN PANT
$229 | S - XXL | 16 oz. (L) 

APPAREL
GRUMMAN GOOSE DOWN SERIES

Our Grumman Goose Down Jacket and Pants are Stone Glacier founder and 
lead designer, Kurt Racicot’s, favorite pieces of gear. Constructed with industry 
leading technologies and best-in-class materials, the Grumman insulation 
pieces have a better warmth-to-weight ratio than any other down insulation we 
have ever tested. 850+ fill HyperDry™ waterproof down insulation, wrapped 
in a Pertex® Quantum shell guarantee the Grumman Goose Down Jacket and 
Pants will keep you warm and comfortable on the coldest backcountry hunts 
while ensuring the ultimate in ultralight packability.

GRUMMAN GOOSE 
DOWN SERIES

Packable Insulation

GRUMMAN GOOSE 
DOWN JACKET
$329 | S - XXL | 11.8 oz. (L)

NEW COLOR

SIZE GUIDE ON PAGE 50.
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New for 2020, we are excited to introduce our first waterproof/breathable 
outerwear pieces, the M5 Jacket and M5 Pants. Built with our own waterproof 
textile technology, HydraShield™, the M5 is a mechanical stretch 3-Layer 
laminate that boasts a waterproof rating of 31,000mm and a MVTR breathability 
rating of 27,600g/m2/24hr. A full feature of innovations includes our Contour 
Waist™ System for ease of layering, YKK Vislon® and Aquaguard zippers, and our 
unique Stratum™ Layered Zipper System. The M5 Series provides the protection 
you are looking for from mother nature’s elements when deep in the backcountry. 

M5 SERIES
Breathable Rain Gear

M5 JACKET
$329 | S - XXL | 17.6 oz. (L)

M5 PANT
$299 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 15 oz. (L) 

SIZE GUIDE ON PAGE 50.

NEW
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Jason Peak (@jpeakr2r) puts early prototypes of the all new M5 Jacket 
and M5 Pants to test on a Mountain Goat hunt in British Columbia.
Photo: Adam Foss (@fossman8)

APPAREL
NEW M5 SERIES

M5 Pant

De Havilland
Pant

Sky Talus 6900

Large Accessory
Pocket

SG Ram Trucker

M5 Jacket

Helio Bottom

Helio Hoody
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SLEEPING BAGS
P E R FO R M A N C E

Stone Glacier Warehouse Manager, Taylor D’Agostino (@tay.dags), 
makes his home comfy on an early season archery Mule Deer hunt. 
Photo: Jordan Gill (@jordangillphotography)

Chilkoot 15° Sleeping Bag

SkyAir ULT
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SLEEPING BAGS

Like backpacks, sleeping bags are a critical piece of gear 

that an experienced backpack hunter knows better than 

to skimp on. Warmth-to-weight ratios, R-values, temp 

ratings, packability, and overall weight are things we have 

all mulled over to find a solution that will ultimately keep 

us comfortable and well rested so we can perform at the 

highest level on the mountain. 

We spent countless hours scouring materials, vendors, testing 

different designs, and detailing specifications to ultimately 

create what we believe to be the best performing sleeping bags 

we’ve ever used. We partnered with industry leading material 

suppliers, Pertex® and ALLIED Feather and Down, and married 

them in a cocoon with just the right amount of technical simplicity 

to produce a sleeping bag worth its weight in gold.

The Chilkoot 0° & Chilkoot 15° Ultralight 

Down Sleeping Bags take comfort and 

performance to the next level.

P E R FO R M A N C E

SG Ram Nalgene
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Jason Peak (@jpeakr2r) packing up camp after a successful Mountain 
Goat hunt in British Columbia.
Photo: Adam Foss (@fossman8)

Chilkoot 15° Sleeping Bag

SG Ram Trucker

Grumman Goose Down Pant

Sky Talus 6900

Skyscraper 2P

Load Cell Dry Bag



Stuff Sack Included

With a focus on warmth-to-weight ratio and pack-ability, the Chilkoot 15° 
and Chilkoot 0° bags utilizes industry leading materials to achieve an overall 
weight and temperature rating that is best-in-class. A Pertex® Quantum shell 
adds water and wind resistance to protect the 850+ Fill power goose down 
HyperDRY™ insulation. 

CHILKOOT 
SLEEPING BAGS

Ultralight & Packable

SLEEPING BAGS
CHILKOOT SERIES

CHILKOOT 15°
$549 | OSFA | 2 lb 3 oz.

CHILKOOT 0°
$599 | OSFA | 2 lb 10 oz. 

17StoneGlacier.com | 

10”

6.5”

*Fits in small (10L) compression sack
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Photo [Steven Drake]

PACKS
U LT R A L I G H T

Our pack systems have become known as the 

lightest load carrying packs available, with a 

diligent design focus on the demanding needs 

of backcountry hunters. Each of our designs has a 

strategic purpose and our system is feature rich with 

innovations like the Load-Shelf and Bivy-Mode. Built with 

industry leading textiles, such as Cordura® and Xpac®, all 

of our packs are manufactured in the USA utilizing 100% Berry 

Compliant materials. Our packs are the foundation of Stone Glacier 

and we know they will exceed your expectations. 

Redefining the Capabilities 

of Ultralight.

De Havilland Jacket

 SG Ram Beanie 

Made in the USA

Large Accessory 
Pocket 
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PACKS
U LT R A L I G H T

Dustin Diefenderfer, of MTNTOUGH Fitness (@mtntough_fitness), works 
his way down the mountain with a full load after a successful Mountain 
Goat Hunt. Photo: Nate Hill (@srnatehill)

R3 5900 Bag on Xcurve Frame 
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A Load-Shelf is integrated into all of our frames allowing the user to 
expand the bag off the frame to pack gear or meat in between the bag 
and the frame. This eliminates the need to put meat inside the bag and 
keeps the heaviest of loads more stable and closer to your back for 
increased comfort.

LOAD-SHELF
I N T E G R AT E D

Solo

De Havilland Pant

Stone Glacier Classic 
Flexfit Trucker 

Randall Williams (@rwilliams_406) the “Hot Dog King” 
coming out heavy with a bruiser spring Montana bear. 
Photo: Calvin Connor (@calvinconnor)

Sandwich Meat
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New for 2020, we have redesigned our ever popular Sky Archer to include an 
internal spotting scope pocket and more efficient full-length side-zipper that 
allows access to the main compartment of the bag without having to remove 
your bow. Perfect for backcountry bow hunters and late season rifle hunters 
alike, the Sky Archer is one of our lightest expedition sized packs.

SKY ARCHER 6400
Built for the Backcountry Bowhunter

$659 | TW 5 lb 7 oz. | Bag 2 lb 7 oz.

PACKS
NEW SKY ARCHER 6400

Made in the USA

NEW
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Made in the USA

Carbon Fiber Stay System
After years of research and development we 

have created our most advanced frame stay system 

yet. Increased strength, reduced weight, and added 

comfort are all attributes of our best selling Xcurve Frame.

The revolutionary Xcurve Frame combines pack frame comfort and lightweight 
durability like never before. The anatomically matched curvature of the frame 
conforms to your lower-back and torso for unmatched load-bearing comfort.

XCURVE FRAME
The Ultimate in Strength & Durability

$365 | 3 lb | 150lb+ Load Rating



PACKS
XCURVE FRAME

Stone Glacier 
Classic Trucker

Kiowa 3200

De Havilland Pant 

Load Cell 
Dry Bag

Xcurve
Frame

Stone Glacier CEO, Jeff Sposito (@sagejames256), drops his pack at 
the truck on a hot Wyoming day. 
Photo: Sam Averett (@samaverett)

23StoneGlacier.com | 
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New for 2020, we have redesigned our smallest pack, the 
Serac 1700, to add more versatility to the system. Great 
for day hunts or early season scouting missions, the Serac 
remains 1,700 cubic inches but now has an internal frame and 
removable shoulder straps so it can be used as a stand-alone 
pack or quickly installed onto one of our load-hauling frames 
for heavy pack outs.

SERAC 1700
$239 | TW 2 lb

AVAIL 2200
$289 | TW 3 lb 1 oz.

The ultimate “utility” day-pack, the Avail 2200 is built to 
carry any essential gear needed for in-and-out rips into 
the backcountry. A versatile bag with endless capabilities, 
the Avail can be used as a stand-alone internal frame 
pack or installed onto one of our load-hauling frames for 
extended use.
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Made in the USA Made in the USA

DAY PACKS
PAC KS

Photo: Jordan Gill (@jordangillphotography)

NEW
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KIOWA 3200
$329 | TW 4 lb 1 oz.

The Kiowa (ki-o-wa) 3200 is the result of research 
and development with our good friend and retired 
Marine Sniper, Caylen Wojcik. We set out to create 
a pack that could function equally as a range bag 
for tactical shooters or a daypack for front country 
hunting expeditions. 

APPROACH 1800
$584 | TW 4 lb 2 oz. | Bag 1 lb 1 oz.

Designed for those monster days when leaving the 
trailhead hours before light to hit your glassing spot 
as dawn breaks, then spending the rest of the day 
grinding out the miles and elevation to close the 
gap before dark. The Approach is the minimalist 
day trip package with integrated optics pockets and 
extended load-shelf for the heavy pack out.

Made in the USAMade in the USA

PACKS
DAY PACKS

*Pack Frame Required
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MULTI-DAY   EXPEDITION
PAC KS

We improved our best selling small capacity pack 
by adding an integrated differential cut spotting 
scope pocket. This pack is the ideal minimalist 
multi-day pack that is the perfect combination of 
capability and versatility. Inspired by solo sheep 
hunts in Alaska, the Stone Glacier Solo makes an 
ideal minimalist backcountry multi-day backpack.

SOLO
$619 | TW 4 lb 9 oz. | Bag 1 lb 8 oz.

Made in the USA

SKY 5900
$659 | TW 5 lb 8 oz. | Bag 2 lb 7 oz.

The Sky 5900 has quickly become one of our most 
popular packs due to its optimal size and large 
beavertail panel access to the main compartment. 
The 1,200 cubic inch front zipped pocket allows 
for quick access to your spotting scope or other 
necessities while scaling mountains.

Made in the USA
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Photo: Adam Foss (@fossman8)
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MULTI-DAY   EXPEDITION

PACKS
MULTI-DAY & EXPEDITION

SKY TALUS 6900
$684 | TW 5 lb 12 oz. | Bag 2 lb 11 oz.

A full-feature pack designed to blend lightweight 
design with increased access and organization. A 
6,400 cubic main bag with 500 cubic inch lid, the 
Sky Talus has four external side pockets. The two 
large side pockets have full-length, heavy-duty #10 
zippers with dual sliders for quick access to spotting 
scope and items needed quickly on the trail. 

SKY GUIDE 7900
$694 | TW 5 lb 15 oz. | Bag 2 lb 14 oz.

Designed for, and with the feedback from, the most 
demanding mountain hunting guides in the world. 
This pack is built to carry all your gear and then some 
for long extended hunts when running out of room 
for gear and food is not an option.

Made in the USA Made in the USA
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Stone Glacier’s Taylor D’Agostino (@tay.dags) and his mustache “Mr. Kisses” 
headed deep into the Colorado backcountry looking for rutting bucks.
Photo: David Frame (@davidframephoto)

De Havilland Pant 

 Stone Glacier 
Classic Cuffed Beanie 

EVO 3300

Large Accessory 
Pocket 

Helio Hoody

Quick Release 
Sling 
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The Krux EVO Frame sets the standard in ultralight design while maintaining 
the load-hauling comfort and durability Stone Glacier packs are known 
for. We’ve taken our proven platform and created a frame that excels in the 
mountains in the lightest weight form we’ve ever built.

KRUX EVO FRAME
Ultralight Load-Hauling

$365 | 2 lb 7 oz. | 150lb+ Load Rating

Stone Glacier 
Classic Trucker

Made in the USA

Everything you need & nothing you don’t. 

PACKS
EVO FRAME
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EVO SERIES
PAC KS

EVO 3300

Helio Hoody

Stone Glacier 
Classic Trucker

De Havilland Pant

Quick Release Sling 

Stone Glacier’s Taylor D’Agostino (@tay.dags) with a beauty eastern 
Montana 3x3 headed back to the SkyDome 6p.
Photo: Sam Averett (@samaverett)
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EVO SERIES ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORY POCKETEVO LID

$42 | 7 oz. | 500 cui $24 | 2.2 oz. | 40 cui
LARGE ACCESSORY POCKET

$27 | 2.3 oz. | 84 cui

ACCESS BAG

$69 | 7.6 oz. | 900 cui
HYDRO HOLSTER

$24 | 3.5 oz.
SPOTTING SCOPE POCKET

$39 | 4.1 OZ. | 375 cui

The EVO 3300 is the lightest and most versatile pack 
we’ve ever created. It is a capable day-pack that can 
also be used for multi-day ventures for the ultralight 
and discerning backcountry hunter. After you notch 
your tag, use the load shelf with our 2,500+ cubic 
inch Load Cell Dry Bag that is sized to carry an entire 
boned sheep or mule deer.

EVO 3300
$604 | TW 3 lb 13 oz. | Bag 1 lb 6 oz.

Made in the USA

EVO 40/56
$612 | TW 4 lb | Bag 1 lb 9 oz.

The EVO 40/56 is a versatile multi-day pack that 
is 4,000 cubic inches in bivy-mode and can be 
expanded to 5,600 cubic inches with the inclusion of 
the EVO Lid. This pack was designed for the “ounce 
counter” who spends many nights on the mountain 
carrying camp on their back, day-to-day.

Made in the USA

PACKS
EVO SERIES
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SWING-OUT POCKET
$16 | 1 oz. | 112 cui

CAMP POCKET
$19 | 1.8 oz. | 332 cui

HYDRO SLEEVE
$24 | 1.7 oz. | 350 cui

R3 CONCEAL LID

$49 | 7.6 oz. | 500 cui

HYDRO LID
$59 | 6.4 oz. | 500 cui

SKY SERIES LID
$42 | 6 oz. | 500 cui

EVO SERIES LID
$42 | 6 oz. | 500 cui

CORDURA CAMP POCKET
$24 | 3 oz. | 332 cui

ACCESSORIES
PAC K

We offer a diverse line of accessories to make each Stone Glacier 
pack custom to your specific needs. From external and internal 

organization to weapons carry and hydration - we have you covered.

Solo

Swing-Out Pocket

Camp Pocket

Helio Hoody

Photo: Logan Summers (@logansummersimaging)
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ACCESS BAG
$69 | 7.68 oz. | 900 cui

QUICK RELEASE SLING
$22 | 1.4 oz.

RAIN COVER
$54 | 3.5 oz.

SPOTTING SCOPE POCKET

$39 | 4.1 oz. | 375 cui
LOAD CELL DRY BAG
$39 | 4.5 oz. | 2500 cui

LARGE ACCESSORY POCKET

$27 | 2.3 oz. | 84 cui

RAIN COVER SMALL
$49 | 2.5 oz.

EVO QUICK RELEASE SLING
$26 | 1.4 oz.

 R3 TAC WEAPON SLING
$21 | 1.4 oz.

COMPRESSION STRAP 
EXTENDER KIT

REPAIR BUCKLE KIT
$8

$9 | 4 oz.

 WEBBING KEEPERS 

$10 | 1.4 oz.

ACCESSORY POCKET

$24 | 2.2 oz. | 40 cui

HYDRO HOLSTER
$24 | 3.5 oz.

PACKS
ACCESSORIES

Helio Hoody
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R3 FRAME
Recon / Response / Rescue

$335 | 2 lb 14 oz. | 150lb+ Load Rating

Logan Summers (@logansummersimaging) puts his R3 Frame to work 
after arrowing a solid breaks country bull. 
Photo: Brady Castellano (@BradyCastellano)

Made in the USA

R3 Frame

Stone Glacier Classic Trucker

The R3 Series of packs are designed on the same platform as 
our industry-leading ultralight hunting packs but specifically 
for tactical use. With feedback from our country’s finest 
operators, the R3 packs represent the next advancement 
in military pack systems. Innovation and technology have 
evolved, and so should your pack system. 
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CONCEAL LID

$49 | 7.6 oz. | 500 cui
ACCESSORY POCKET

$24 | 2.2 oz. | 40 cui

R3 TAC WEAPON SLING

$21 | 1.4 oz.

R3 SERIES ACCESSORIES

LARGE ACCESSORY POCKET

$27 | 2.3 oz. | 84 cui

240 PANEL

$89 | 8.9 oz.

The R3 3300 is designed for day use operations 
requiring innovative function with heavy load-hauling 
capabilities in an ultralight platform. Boasting a conceal 
weapons carry option in the main compartment, MOLLE 
webbing attachments, and the ability to add our R3 Tac 
Weapon Sling and 240 Panel, the R3 3300 is truly a 
versatile option for use in the field or on the mountain.

R3 3300
$594 | TW 4 lb 10 oz. | Bag 1 lb 12 oz.

Made in the USA

R3 5900
$639 | TW 5 lb 5 oz. | Bag 2 lb 7 oz.

The R3 5900 brings a new level of load-hauling 
capacity to the R3 platform. Designed to be used 
with our R3 Frame for inclusion of the R3 Tac 
Weapon Sling and 240 Panel. Internal MOLLE 
webbing and multiple attachment points for Camp 
and Swing-Out Pockets make the R3 5900 the 
ultimate solution for for high altitude, long distance 
missions in the mountains.

Made in the USAR3 FRAME

PACKS
R3 SERIES
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Jason Peak (@jpeakr2r) boarding the float plane on his way into 
Mountain Goat country in British Columbia.
Photo: Adam Foss (@fossman8)

STOL 7000

Grumman Goose Down Jacket
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STOL 7000
$175 | 2 lb 2 oz. | 7,000 cui

STOL DUFFEL BAGS
Travel Ready

The STOL series of duffel bags are designed for the rigorous travel experienced 
when hopping bush planes, trains, and automobiles when headed to the mountains. 
Constructed of a highly durable and waterproof textile that is primarily used in sails for 
high-end sail racing boats, STOL duffel bags provide provide useful functionality in a 
lightweight and compact package. Unlike many popular designs today, we specifically 
designed the STOLs without a rigid structure so when not in use they can be easily rolled 
up and tucked away. Equipped with a large Aquaguard YKK zipper - getting in and out of 
the bag is a breeze. Inside, you will find both STOLs equipped with a large storage pocket. 
External compression straps provide clean and organized packing. Each incorporates 
Stone Glacier’s shoulder straps for convenient carry through the airport.

STOL 4000
$150 | 1 lb 12 oz. | 4,000 cui

PACKS
STOL SERIES

STOL 7000

Made in the USA
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Photo [ Jay Beyer ]

TENTS
U LT R A L I G H T

Skyscraper 2p

SkyAir ULT

EVO 3300

SKY 5900
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Last year, we introduced the SkyAir ULT ultralight 

tarp shelter to our line, designed for the minimalist 

backcountry hunter. This year, we are excited to bring 

you the SkyDome 6p and a freshly updated Skyscraper 

2p. We once again worked with world-renowned tent 

designer, Martin Zemitis, to create the SkyDome 6p. A 

base camp shelter large enough for you and all your 

hunting buddies and bomb proof enough to with stand 

the worst storms mother nature can throw at it. 

Our line of shelters now has something for everyone. 

Whether you are spiking into a high country Mule Deer spot 

or setting up a base camp on a remote Alaskan air strip, we 

can keep you protected from the elements.

Tents & shelters designed for all season 

use with unprecedented versatility.

TENTS
U LT R A L I G H T

Stone Glacier’s Jeff Sposito (@sagejames256) and Taylor D’Agostino 
(@tay.dags) work the glass from their backcountry camp on an early 
season archery Mule Deer hunt.
Photo: Jordan Gill (@jordangillphotography)
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Mountaineering Style Base Camp Built for Hunting

BASE CAMP
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TENTS
NEW SKYDOME 6P

SKYDOME 6P
The SkyDome 6p is a true mountaineering style base camp shelter designed from 
legendary tent designer Martin Zemitis’s experiences creating bombproof shelters 
for expeditions to the summits of Mount Everest and it’s likes. An octagonal shape 
and burly 13.2mm DAC poles allow the SkyDome the ability to resist the heaviest of 
snow loads and deter the hardest hitting wind gusts. A large vestibule, integrated 
stove jack, multiple roof vents, and a peak height of 6’ 4” make this tent equally 
livable as a wall tent but at a third of the weight. The removable floor can be rolled 
back for a clean cook area or completely eliminated to save weight and create a 
floorless shelter. The 210 denier PE floor and 70 denier sil/sil fly and wall textiles 
ensure this shelter will last season after season.

NEW

BASE CAMP
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MESH INSERT
$89 | 10 oz.

TUB FOOTPRINT
$89 | 9.9 oz.

FLAT FOOTPRINT
$69 | 6.7 oz.

SKYSCRAPER 2P ACCESSORIES

$595 | 4 lb 3 oz.

Our best selling Skyscraper 2p took the hunting world by storm when introduced two years 
ago. An unmatched weight-to-strength ratio coupled with unprecedented versatility quickly 
made this shelter a favorite amongst backcounty hunters. For 2020, we have taken the proven 
design and enhanced it’s capabilities by upgrading to 10.65mm DAC poles, redesigning the 
doors, and adding an external venting system to minimize condensation. 

2-Person, 4-Season

UPDATED
Lighter & Stronger

SKYSCRAPER 2PNEW



TENTS
SK YAIR  ULT

TENTS
NEW SKYSCRAPER 2P

Casey Barton (@_caseybarton_) relaxing fireside in the Oregon 
backcountry after a long day hiking for shed antlers. 
Photo: Sam Averett (@samaverett)

Skyscraper 2p

Stone Glacier Classic Trucker

UPDATED

43StoneGlacier.com | 
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Stone Glacier’s Andrew Whitney (@andrew_whitney) up early and 
breaking camp while hunting screaming bulls in Idaho. 
Photo: Zack Boughton (@zackboughton)

SkyAir ULT
Grumman Goose 
Down Jacket

De Havilland Pant

SkyAir ULT Mesh Insert
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MESH INSERT
$125 | 10 oz.

SKYAIR ULT ACCESSORIES

VESTIBULE
$49 | 2 oz.

FLAT FOOTPRINT
$69 | 3 oz.

TENTS
SKYAIR ULT

SKYAIR ULT
$165 | 8 oz.

The SkyAir ULT is a sil/sil tarp tent large enough for two men and gear that only weighs 8 oz. 
The poleless design is pitched with a trekking pole in the front and back and stakes around the 
side. For early season use, you will be hard pressed to find a lighter weight shelter. Planning 
on bugs? Incorporate the Mesh Insert! You can also add the Flat Footprint and Vestibule to 
further protect you and your gear from the elements. The versatility and modularity the SkyAir 
provides is unlike anything else you will find in a tarp tent and is the minimalist backcountry 
hunter’s dream.

The Minimalist Backcountry Hunter’s Dream

Crazy Light
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REP THE RAM
Hats, T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Socks, Growlers and more.

No matter the occasion, we have SG gear for you.

Stone Glacier Lifestyle Gear

REP THE RAM
LIFESTYLE GEAR

47StoneGlacier.com | 
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Come visit our showroom in Bozeman, MT. Known as the 

“Rams Head Tavern“, you’ll often find meat on the grill and beer 
flowing from the kegerator. Our staff of experienced hunters is 
always happy to walk you through our product line and make sure you 
are ready for your next hunt.

608 W Griffin Dr., Unit A, Bozeman, MT 59715
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We offer a “30-Day Money Back Guarantee”. You have 30-days from the date of purchase to return 

any of our products for a full refund or exchange for a different size. Products must still be in new and 

resalable condition without any physical damage, stains, etc. MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE

APPAREL SIZE CHART

21

3

4

5

HOW TO FIND YOUR MEASUREMENTS:

Note: Calculate your body measurements, then select your product size. If your 

measurements are between sizes, select a larger size for a looser fit or a smaller size for a 

tighter fit.

  Chest: With arms relaxed at your sides, measure under your arms, around the fullest part of 

your chest.  

  Sleeve: With arm relaxed at your side and slightly bent, measure from center back neck, 

across the shoulder to elbow and down to the wrist.

  Waist: Measure around your waist at the narrowest part. This measurement should coincide 

with the size in which you typically purchase pants.

  Belt Line: Measure around your waist at the point in which your pants typically ride.

  Inseam: From a standing position, measure from your crotch down the inside leg to the floor.

1

2

3

4

Stone Glacier products are designed with an athletic fit to provide the highest level of performance in the field. Use the sizing 

chart below to help guide you to the appropriately sized garments. Note, the De Havilland Pants and the M5 Pants incorporate 

our Contour™ Waist System which provides approximately 3 inches of waist adjustment to create an exact fit and provide 

adjustment for layering.

S M MT L LT XL XLT XXL

Chest 35 - 38 38½ - 41 41½ - 44 44½ - 47 47½ - 50

Sleeve 33 34 35 36 37

Waist 28 - 31 31½ - 34 31½ - 34 34½ - 37 34½ - 37 37½ - 40 37½ - 40 40½ - 43

Belt Line 28 - 32 32½ - 35 32½ - 
35

35½ - 38 35½ - 38 38½ - 41 38½ - 41 41½ - 44

Inseam 31 32 34 33 35 34 36 34

*measurements in inches

5
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Stone Glacier products have a lifetime warranty against defects in material and workmanship. Any 

issues associated with normal wear and tear can be repaired at a minimal and reasonable charge. 

Please call or email us at the below contact information for any warranty related questions or issues.

Phone: 406.404.0641
Email: Info@StoneGlacier.com

Return Shipping Address:
Stone Glacier

608 W Griffin Dr., Unit A
Bozeman, MT 59715

W A R R A N T Y
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PROPER FIT & USE:

Our patent pending Contour Waist™ System is designed to provide an exact fit around 

your waist. No more buying pants that are slightly too large or don’t fit quite right. As 

well, this system allows you to adjust the waist size of your pants to allow for a proper 

fit when layering base layers or insulation bottoms underneath. To adjust the Contour 

Waist, follow the below steps:

1: Unfasten the top buckle attachment and unzip the zipper fly.

2: While the zipper fly is unzipped, detach the left side (left as when the wearer is looking 

down on the zipper fly) of the zipper from the hook and loop pad by pulling it down and 

away, starting at the top.

3: Reattach the zipper fly to the hook and loop pad by starting at the bottom and pressing 

it firmly and evenly up towards the top. Attaching the zipper at a steeper angle to the left, 

will adjust the pants smaller. Attaching the zipper further to the right will adjust the pants 

larger.

4: Once the zipper is reattached, zip up the fly as normal and fasten the top buckle, 

adjusting tension as necessary. Repeat steps 3 & 4 until the proper fit is achieved.

5: Once you find your proper fit the zipper fly will work as normal and adjustment does 

not need to be made again until required when layering or as desired. 

Note: Proper fit is best 

achieved by adjusting 

the Contour Waist while 

wearing the pants. 

If you have any questions about fit or sizing please feel free to contact us at 

Info@StoneGlacier.com or call us at 406.404.0641
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